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Absolutely correct… Crawford’s Auto Center, Inc., is not on any insurance company’s list because we
will not jeopardize your family’s safety just so the insurance company can save money!
Perception is NOT reality. Our customers hear statements like, “They are not on our list,” when they
contact their insurance company to call in and report a loss on their damaged vehicles. We have even had State
Farm and Nationwide tell our customers that they have never heard of Crawford’s Auto Center and ask for our
location. Please realize, Crawford’s has been in business for over 75 years at the same location, under the same
management, and has repaired damaged vehicles regularly for customers insured by these carriers. Really we
say, State Farm was just here yesterday or Nationwide was here last week.
These tactics are used by insurance companies in an attempt to direct customers away from our
services. It is called steering and is illegal under PA State Law. Usually the claims handler will say, “Crawford’s
is not on our list. However, we have several repair shops in your area that will repair your vehicle based on our
estimate.” They also might add one or more of a few common scare tactics such as:
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VISIT US AT: www.crawfordsac.com

If you use that shop it will cost you more money. (Absolutely not true.)
 We cannot guarantee the repairs if you use that body shop. (Crawford’s guarantees our own repairs.)


Day after day we hear stories of negative word tracking from our
customers who have called their insurance company and have been told
detrimental comments in an attempt to steer our customers from our
services. Why would an insurance company try to direct you elsewhere
for collision repairs? Because we will not provide discounts and
concessions to insurance companies, we refuse to allow an
insurance appraiser or representative to compromise parts,
repair procedures, refinishing or original manufacturer
requirements to save the insurance company money on your
claim.
Shops that are contracted with insurance companies, aka: Direct
Repair Program (DRP) Shops, will do the above. DRP Shops work for the
insurance company, not for the customer, and do not have what is best
for you, the customer, in mind.

Visit us at:

www.crawfordsac.com

Member of The Pennsylvania Collision Trade Guild

WE WORK FOR THE CONSUMER,
NOT THE INSURANCE COMPANY
TOWING & RECOVERY

AUTO BODY REPAIR

REFINISHING

MECHANICAL

"Crawford's works for the customer
and puts them first, instead of
the insurance company. I would
recommend them as I know they
have my best interests in mind when
repairing my vehicle."
- Gordon P., Customer
"We have had our cars repaired here
for years. There is simply no one else
we would use for car bodywork or
towing. Steve and his staff are the best
to work with. They take on all of the
aggravation of the insurance company,
fight for new parts instead of used
parts and are champions in what they
do. You will never be disappointed."
- Julie W., Customer
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Did you go to a insurance-recommended body shop to repair
your car and end up dissatisfied?
You would not be the first customer to say this, and unfortunately, will not be the last.
CRAWFORD’S AUTO CENTER, INC. with SafeCar, Inc. OFFER
POST-REPAIR INSPECTIONS!

We will inspect your vehicle to determine the
quality of the repairs that were completed.

Did they follow OEM guidelines? Did you receive aftermarket or reconditioned parts?
Did they take short cuts in the repair or refinishing processes?
WE CAN TELL YOU!
Stop by our office or call #610-269-0126 TODAY for more information!

BEAT THE HEAT, CHECK THE BACK SEAT!
An increased amount of attention has been placed on
heat stroke fatalities related to vehicles during the
summer. This includes tragedies such as children
and pets being locked in a car where
temperatures reach fatal heights.
Did you know …
 742 children have died due to heatstroke in
cars from 1998 - 2017.
 28% of these deaths were due to the child
going to play in the car alone without
supervision.
 Temperatures in a vehicle can reach fatal heights in
only 10 minutes.
 Heatstroke can occur even when outside
temperatures are as low as 57 degrees.
This tragedy is avoidable. If you have a child, make a
habit of putting a purse, suitcase, or your cell phone in
the back seat of your car. This way you are forced to

check the back seat before leaving. It is also
recommended to always keep your vehicle LOCKED and
keys out of reach of children. This makes your
child unable to enter the car without your
knowledge.
This information also relates to pet owners who
choose to leave their pets in the car while they
“quick run into the store.” Even if you leave your
windows cracked open, it is NOT enough to have
adequate airflow for your pet.
For example, if you leave your dog in a car on a 85
degree day - the temperature can climb to 102 degrees
in only ten minutes.
Overall, experts recommend thinking twice before
bringing your pet on a car ride. Generally it is suggested
to only take your pet in the car if you’re not going to
make any stops or errands.

IF YOU SEE A CHILD LEFT ALONE IN A CAR CALL 911 IMMEDIATELY.
IF YOU SEE A PET LEFT ALONE IN A CAR TRY TO
LOCATE THE OWNER AND CALL 911.
[In either situation, do NOT leave the scene until help arrives.]
Information Provided By: www.childrenssafetynetwork.org & www.aspca.org
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Here is automobile repair terminology
that you should know.

Many of today’s vehicle owners are under the impression
that if something is wrong with their vehicle a Malfunction
Indicator Light (MIL) will light up on their dash panel. The
fact is, not all DTCs will illuminate the MIL. There are
Automobiles and trucks manufactured within the past five
numerous DTCs within your car’s electronics that can only
years carry an average of 25-50 onboard computers.
be identified through the scanning process. If a vehicle
These computers control practically every function of your
were to leave the shop with overlooked DTCs - it could
vehicle. As the automobile industry moves through design
cause improper performance of the vehicle.
and technical changes, so do the methods a collision
It is the responsibility of your repair facility to follow
repair facility must undertake to
the original manufacturer’s
properly repair damaged vehicles. First
guidelines when repairing damaged
and foremost, a shop should perform a
automobiles. Diagnostic scanning
diagnostic scan of the vehicle’s
before
and after the repair process
computer system, searching for
has become an area of dispute
Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTC). This
between collision repairers and
pre-scanning helps the technician
insurance
companies where many
identify DTCs in the electrical system
insurers do not feel that scanning a
of the vehicle and determine if the
customer’s computer system is their
DTCs are related to the accident or
responsibility therefore, placing the
preexisting.
obligation to scan or not to scan on the body shop.
Pre–and post– diagnostic scanning is a step in the Please make sure your collision repair facility is
auto body repair process that is crucial to be aware aware of the OEM’S requirement to scan vehicles
of as a consumer. Before and after a repair your
prior to repair and after the repairs are
shop’s technician should use a vehicle diagnostic
completed. Your vehicle’s operation and your family’s
computer to scan your vehicle’s internal
safety may depend on a properly scanned repair.
electronics. This procedure allows us to know if
FYI: At Crawford’s Auto Center, Inc. the very first
there’s anything wrong in the electrical
repair procedure we perform is to pre-scan your
components before moving forward with the
vehicle’s computer system and the final repair
repair, and also before returning the vehicle back
procedure
prior to a test drive is to post-scan your
to you. The importance of this step has led many
vehicle’s computers.
vehicle manufacturers to release OEM position
statements that recognize the importance of shops
Your safety is paramount to us no matter what
performing computer scans. Every automobile
manufacturer recommends diagnostic scans on
your insurance company says.
vehicles involved in accidents.
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Proper vehicle maintenance is the key to keeping you and your loved-ones safe, and to
keep your vehicle on the road longer! If you would like a mechanic to check out your car,
call our office at #610-269-1610 and we would be happy to assist you!

